DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

Manufacturer: SUNNY Computer Technology Co., LTD.
Heng Li New Town Zone
523477 Dong Guan City
Guang Dong, CHINA

Product: Power Supply

We declare under our sole responsibility that all SYS1308-2415-W2E products carrying the CE-mark are in conformity with the provision of the Low Voltage Directive (LVD) 2006/95/EC and (EMC) 2004/108/EC of the European Communities.

Conformity with directive is presumed by conformity with the following harmonized standards:

Safety: EN 60950-1:2001 + A11:2004

Electromagnetic compatibility:
EN55022 Class B (2006)
EN61000-3-2 (2006)

This product is produced according to the European Unions directive and standards.

In: Brno , Date: 18.06.2009

Bc. Petr Nešpor
Director of European operations

........................................

Petr Nešpor
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